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ABSTRACT: CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST) is an experiment probing hypothetical particles: the axions, created in the solar core. Inside the transverse magnetic field of the CAST magnet, axions can be converted into x-rays, and be detected by four x-ray detectors at CAST. The expected x-ray signal in CAST is in 1–10 keV range, intensity depending strongly on the coupling constant of axion-photon conversion $g_{a\gamma}$, which is expected to be low. This requires CAST to have detectors with very low background levels.

The CAST Experiment makes use of three Micromesh Gaseous Structure (micromegas) detectors, which are gaseous detectors, derived from ideas of Multiwire Proportional Chambers (MWPC). CAST Micromegas detectors show perfect stability, good spatial and energy resolution. The intense study on Micromegas has enabled CAST to understand the nature of its background level, and improve it by a factor of $10^2$ over ten years. New detector design, new readout system, better cosmic veto and addition of x-ray telescope will further improve the background in the next data taking of the experiment.

The Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) of CAST is a pn-CCD detector with $200 \times 64$ pixels. The CAST CCD is coupled to an X-ray telescope, focusing all the parallel x-rays into a 9 mm diameter spot. The CCD will be replaced by the InGrid detector, a special manufactured micromegas detector. It is able to detect single electrons, and the low energy capabilities will open new frontiers on search of axions and other exotic particles. Another option is the Silicon Drift Detector (SDD), which is being tested in 2013, and has an energy threshold as low as 250eV.

The CAST experiment is the pioneering helioscope that excludes an important part of axion mass-coupling constant parameter space, and expects to exclude more in the following years. To succeed CAST, a new experiment, the International AXion Observatory (IAXO) is being designed and optimised, comprising the construction of a magnet specially built for axion search as well as new detectors that will enable to improve the actual limits by 1–1.5 orders of magnitude.
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1 The CAST experiment

The axion is a pseudo-scalar Nambu-Goldstone boson of the Peccei-Quinn Symmetry, which is proposed as a solution to so called Strong CP Problem [1]. It is a hypothetical, neutral, light and very weakly interacting particle, and is a possible dark matter candidate due to its weakly interacting nature. Although it may have coupling to different particles depending on the model, the most widely accepted coupling is the Primakoff conversion, where axion couples to two photons. The Primakoff effect consists of axions and photons being converted into each other with the same probability while passing through a transverse electric or magnetic field [2, 3]. The coupling constant of this process $g_{a\gamma}$, and the axion mass $m_a$ are the unknown parameters of the axion models and there are cosmological and astronomical limits that define boundaries of these parameters [4].

The Primakoff effect can take place in the solar core in the electric field of atoms, as blackbody x-ray photons are converted into axions, which have an energy spectrum in the soft x-ray range, and can escape from the sun without further interaction. One way of detecting solar axions is the helioscope technique, which uses strong magnets aiming to convert axions back into x-rays and detect the converted photons with x-rays detectors [5].

CERN Axion Solar Telescope (CAST) is the leading helioscope in axion search and is located at CERN. It uses a prototype superconducting LHC dipole magnet with 9.26 m of length, 8.8 T magnetic field, operating at 1.8 K. It has two cold bores of diameter 2.15 cm, and in both ends of each bore, there are x-ray detectors. The magnet is installed on a support system, which is built on a movable platform that can rotate $\pm 8^\circ$ vertically and $\sim 90^\circ$ horizontally. The magnet movement system can track the sun for total of 3 hours during sunrise and sunset, where the detectors on the opposite sides of the magnet are sensitive to axions depending on the time of the day. A photo of the CAST magnet and its movement system can be seen in figure 1a, while detailed description of the setup can be found in [6].
Figure 1. (a) The photo of the CAST magnet. (b) The exclusion plot produced from the result of CAST, including all detectors until 2009, and three micromegas detectors between 2009-2012.

CAST has run in two phases: the vacuum phase between 2003–2004 where it was sensitive to axions with masses lower than 0.02\,eV, and the gas phase between 2005–2012, where it extended its sensitivity to axions with masses less than 1.1\,eV. The results of CAST have been published in references: [7–10], and combined results are presented in figure 1b.

2 X-ray detectors of CAST

The sensitivity of helioscopes depend on magnet properties (length, field strength, solar tracking exposure time) and detector properties (background level, efficiency). Rare event searches like CAST require very low background levels, and at CAST several techniques were used to provide this:

- passive/active shielding
- X-ray telescopes
- offline analysis techniques
- using radiopure materials.

2.1 CCD and the X-ray telescope

CAST CCD detector is installed on the sunrise side of the CAST magnet, sensitive to axions converted during the sunrise. It is a pn-type CCD, which was developed for XMM-Newton mission [11], is fully depleted and 280\,µm thick. It has a readout consisting of \(200 \times 64\) pixels, each of which is \(150 \times 150\,\mu m^2\), making an area of \(2.88\,cm^2\) (figure 2b).

It is coupled to an X-ray telescope (figure 2c) that is a grazing incident, Wolter I type [12] telescope, built originally for ABRIXAS mission [13]. The telescope has 27 concentric gold coated nickel shells, that can be parabolic or hyperbolic, diameters of which vary from 76\,mm to 163\,mm (figure 2c). The focal length of the telescope is 1600\,mm, focusing the parallel x-rays into 9\,mm\(^2\) spot on the chip.

The focusing brings important advantages to CCD detector. The expected signal coming from 14.5\,cm\(^2\) cold bore area, being focused to 9\,mm\(^2\) spot, allows a further signal to background improvement by a factor of 150, allowing the simultaneous measurement of signal and background at
the same time, such that all hits outside the spot is considered as background. Furthermore in case of a strong axion signal, the axion emission image of the sun can be seen on the chip, thanks to its imaging capabilities.

2.2 Micromegas

Micro Mesh Gaseous Structure (Micromegas) was developed in 1995 and is being used in particle physics experiments increasingly [14]. It features a drift region, a micromesh with high electron transparency and one or two dimensional strip/pad readout below the mesh. In the recent detectors the drift region is 3cm, while mesh and strips are separated by 50µm, creating the amplification gap. The electrons created in the drift region travel to the mesh, and pass to the amplification gap due to the high transparency, and are amplified with the high electric field. The micromesh captures the ions that are created in the amplification gap, while strips collect the electrons, providing two separate readouts. A schematics of the operation principle can be seen in figure 3a, while a photo of a micromegas chamber is shown in figure 3b.
CAST depends heavily on the performance of Micromegas detectors, as three of the four magnet bores are equipped with them. Two are installed in the sunset side [6], that share the gas system, vacuum system, data acquisition and shielding, while the third micromegas is installed in the sunrise side [15], near the beam line of CCD detector. Both systems are seen in figures 4a and 4b.

3 Evolution of the CAST micromegas

The micromegas production technique has been improved significantly during the operation of CAST. In the first detectors the strips and mesh were coupled using mechanical means, pushing them against each other and gluing, while newer technologies allow us to produce mesh and strips together by photolithography technique. Two important milestones in production technique are bulk [16] and microbulk [17] detectors and currently all CAST micromegas detectors are of the latest technology microbulk micromegas. The main improvement brought by microbulk detectors is better energy resolution due to a more uniform amplification gap, and hence a better background rejection capability. Furthermore the microbulk readouts are measured to have very low levels of radiopurity, making them ideal for rare event searches [18].

Together with the new manufacturing techniques, detailed Geant4 simulations and laboratory tests have helped CAST understand that the main source of background for unshielded detectors is the environmental gamma radiation [19], with a small contribution of cosmic muons. With this understanding, the main reduction of the background was provided by building an efficient shielding. Before 2012, the sunset micromegas was shielded with 2.5–5cm lead in all directions other than the direction of the magnet pipe, with an inner copper layer covering the chambers. In 2012, the lead thickness was increased to 10cm, extending longer in direction of the magnet. The inner copper shielding thickness was also increased from 0.5cm to 1cm, and the stainless steel vacuum pipe that is coupled to the chamber was replaced with a copper one. In addition, to tag events induced by muons, an active muon veto counter was installed and all these improvements has brought down the background levels from $8 \cdot 10^{-6} \text{keV}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ to $1.7 \cdot 10^{-6} \text{keV}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ for x-rays of 2–7keV.

In 2013, while the sunset micromegas was only updated with a new and more efficient muon veto, the sunrise detector was completely redesigned. The detector chamber is designed to have the body made from copper and teflon, compared to less radiopure materials in the previous microbulk detector set-up. The new detector also features field shapers to provide more uniform electric field.
The readout electronics were also renewed in 2013, and instead of the gas-siplex chip, AFTER chip together with T2K electronics were adapted to CAST micromegas [20, 21]. The new electronics provide the time evolution of each strip separately causing a better rejection. Combined effect of all the improvements brings the background levels below $10^{-6} \text{keV}^{-1} \text{cm}^{-2} \text{s}^{-1}$ for the first time at CAST.

In 2014, the sunrise micromegas will be upgraded with an x-ray telescope, decreasing the background to the ultra low levels, while maintaining the efficiency at CAST Range of Interest (ROI).

4 New detectors of CAST

The solar tracking capability and the high magnetic field of CAST make it a viable instrument to detect other solar exotica such as solar chameleons. Chameleon emerges from modified gravity models and is a possible particle candidate of the dark energy [22]. It can also be subject to Primakoff conversion, thus detectable by CAST. The main challenge in the chameleon search is that the energy spectrum of the converted photons peaks around 700 eV [23]. To probe chameleons together with solar axions, CAST will make use of two detectors in the following years.

4.1 Silicon Drift Detector

A commercial Silicon Drift Detector (SDD) from Amptek (figure 5a) has been tested in the CAST Detector Laboratory [15]. The detector has a rectangular active area of 16 mm$^2$, and energy threshold of 250 eV. It is coupled to the vacuum pipe with a Si$_3$N$_4$ window coated with Aluminum, which has transmission higher than 50% for 400 eV photons. The detector is cooled to 217 K with a Peltier cooling system and has an energy resolution of 2% FWHM at 5.96 keV. It features a Labview based data acquisition software, and acquires signals through its pulse processor PX5 [15].

After detailed test bench studies, the detector was installed at CAST in the place of CCD and the x-ray telescope and has been taking data during the sunrise solar trackings. With a compact lead shielding, it has a count rate of $\sim 2 \text{ mHz}$ from 150 eV to 10 keV.

Parallel to the data taking with the commercial SDD, a new detector with bigger area is being prepared to be installed at CAST. The detector will replace the current SDD and has an area of 100 mm$^2$, and it will be placed in a special vacuum vessel, with integrated signal connections and Peltier cooling system as seen in figure 5b. Since the active area will be in vacuum, there is no need for window. Thanks to this, the energy threshold will be even lower, with increasing sensitivity due to the much bigger area. The new detector will make use of the PX5 and a modified version of the data acquisition system of the commercial SDD.

4.2 InGrid

InGrid is a novel detector produced for very low threshold applications [24]. It combines a silicon detector with the micromegas technique. In the anode of the detector, TimePix ASIC [25] that is made of $256 \times 256$ octagonal pads with $10 \mu \text{m}$ side length is placed, covering an area of $2 \text{ cm}^2$ [24]. The micromesh is built on top of the chip, aligning the mesh holes with the readout pads. To protect the chip against discharges, a resistive layer is deposited on the chip. The schematic drawing of the several layers is presented at figure 6.
Figure 5. (a) Amptek XR-100SDD detector and PX5, (b) new SDD integrated in the custom made vacuum vessel.

Figure 6. The schematic drawing of InGrid detector readout.

The greatest advantage of the InGrid, is that avalanche from each primary electron is collected on a single pad and the energy of incoming events can be calculated from the number of primary electrons, instead of the total collected charge. Thanks to this technique the resolution at 5.96 keV can be as good as 11% FWHM, and the energy threshold is below 1 keV as required by the low energy search at CAST. A background level of $2.81 \cdot 10^{-5}$ keV cm$^{-2}$ s$^{-1}$ for 0–10 keV is reached in the laboratory test. Even though this value is higher than the micromegas detectors background level, the low energy capabilities makes it attractive for CAST. Furthermore, the InGrid detector is planned to be installed behind the X-ray telescope, that was used for the CCD. Together with the telescope and lead shielding, InGrid is expected to achieve very low background levels at CAST, while maintaining a low threshold.

5 IAXO — Future of solar axion search

CAST, having lead the solar axion search and excluding a large part of the axion mass-coupling constant parameter space, will soon finish its axion physics program. The detector improvements are already approaching the ultra-low background limit and all axion masses up to $m_a = 1.1$ eV are scanned.
The next big improvement in solar axion physics will be thanks to a dedicated magnet built for axion search. IAXO project [26] is designed with this philosophy and aims to become the next pioneering helioscope after CAST.

The IAXO experiment will feature a ATLAS like toroidal magnet, with eight bores at room temperature, each having 60cm diameter, and 21m length (figure 7a). A magnetic field of 5.4T will be reached with such magnet and the movement system will be capable of 12 h of solar tracking each day. The concept drawing of the system is seen in figure 7b.

The detector technology that will be used in IAXO will be based on microbulk micromegas and is already being tested at CAST. Each detector will be equipped with an x-ray telescope, bringing a further background reduction, aiming to reach the levels lower than \(10^{-7}\) keV\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-2}\) s\(^{-1}\).

With bigger magnet bores, longer tracking time, and lower background levels, IAXO expects to improve CAST limits by a factor of 20, entering deeper into uncovered part of the parameter space.
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